
DESCRIPTION

The new version of PRATIKA 56 MPE X2 INOX is the product of careful attention to market

requirements with the purpose of proposing a technologically advanced and at the same time

versatile and “user- friendly” heat shrink packaging machine.

Enhanced with strong electronic, mechanical and technological contents, the new  PRATIKA 56

MPE X2 INOX heat shrink packaging machine, suitable for operation on both sides thanks to its

double hatch, represents a perfect synthesis of reliability, high performance, versatility and safety,

bringing a new standard to the way of conceiving automatic packaging machines with heat-shrink

film.

“Made in Italy with an international heart”: each of the automatic minipack®-torre machines is

manufactured in the company's production facilities, though they contain an international heart of

electrical and electronic components from a multinational like Schneider Electric.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Electrical power supply 230V 1Ph

MAX power installed 2,5 kW

Maximum current 11 A

Hourly output 
(based on the measurement of the
product and the film used)

0-3600 p/h

Available dimensions of the sealing
bars

600x400 mm

MAX product size 
(the maximum measurements cannot
be used at the same time)

600x400x240 mm

MAX Reel Dimensions (Ø x length) Ø300x700 mm

Work surface height
870 mm (wheels)
830÷910 mm (feet)

Machine dimensions (guards open) 2893x1720x1980 mm

Machine dimensions (guards closed) 2518x1240x1558 mm

Machine weight (Net/Gross) 623/785 kg

minipack®-torre shall not be held liable for typos or printing errors in this catalogue. It also reserves the right to make changes
to the specified features without prior notice. All trademarks are property of their respective owners and are hereby
acknowledged.
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